Capacitive Pressure Sensor with Wide-Range, Bendable, and High Sensitivity Based on the Bionic Komochi Konbu Structure and Cu/Ni Nanofiber Network.
High-performance flexible pressure sensors have an essential application in many fields such as human detection and human-computer interaction. Herein, on the basis of the dielectric layer of a bionic komochi konbu structure, we propose a low-cost and novel capacitive sensor that achieves high sensitivity and stability over a broad range of tactile pressures. Further, the flexible and durable electrode layer of the transparent junctionless copper/nickel-nanonetwork was prepared based on electrospinning and electroless deposition techniques, which ensured high bending stability and high cycle stability of our sensor. More importantly, because of the sizeable protruding structure and internal micropores in the elastomer structure we designed, the inward curling of the protruding structure and the effectual closing of the micropores increase the effective dielectric constant under the action of the compressive force, improving the sensitivity of the sensor. Measured response and relaxation time (162 ms) are 250 times faster than those of a conventional flat polydimethylsiloxane capacitive sensor. In addition, the fabricated capacitive pressure sensor demonstrates the ability to be used on wearable applications, not only to quickly recognize the tapping and bending of a finger but also to show that the pressure of the finger can be sensed when the finger grabs the object. The sensors we have developed have shown great promise in practical applications, such as human rehabilitation and exercise monitoring, as well as human-computer interaction control.